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Further information:
Tunnel Boring Machine

BAS4.8010D-1000H
Resistor combination

Managing DC Energy:

Tunnel Boring Machine

Problem: 
To secure the necessary belt tension, two drives are working with different speed against each other.  
That causes braking energy in one of the two drives.

Solution: 
> Our resistor combination BAS4.8010D-1000H 

(4,8 kW / 15 Ohm / IP20).

Situation: 
The belt conveyor of a tunnel boring machine 
has to transport the excavation material.

Intention: 

The brake energy has to be managed safe and 
quick with an external brake resistor

Results: 
1.  The brake energy is handled safe and quick

www.brakeenergy.com/tunnel
http://www.bremsenergie.de/en/products/combinations/combinations-bas/bas-d
http://www.bremsenergie.de/en/products/combinations/combinations-bas/bas-d
http://www.bremsenergie.de/en/products/combinations/combinations-bas/bas-d
www.brakeenergy.com/tunnel


0.2 - 7.2

Dimensions (mm)

Resistance (Ohm)

Rated power (kW)

1 - 17,360

Upon request

BAx...
Brake resistor combination

Dimensions and mounting holes (mm)

Individual solutions

Brake resistor combination on 
half a mounting plate in IP65    

Brake resistor combination on 
double mounting plate in IP65

Brake resistor combination on 
double mounting plate including 
temperature monitor in IP20

Brake resistor combination BAx...

Nomenclature

Short-circuit proof, "intrinsically safe" resistor for use in 
inverters (brake transistors), consisting of single 
resistor modules installed in combination.

Temperature switch
Series designation of the installed resistors (with 500, no entry)
Number of individual resistors on a single plane
Without: simple, normal plate with mounting and top-hat rail
D: double plate/radiating panel with fasteners for top-hat rail/s
H: half plate without any facilities for a top-hat rail
Z: strain relief option for connections with strain relief
Three-digit resistance of the individual resistor
Total continuous or rated power of the combination in kW
Combination wired to the base plate (BAF via spring-loaded terminals, 
BAS via screw-type terminals)

BAF2.4100D-1000TS

Mounting plates for brake resistor combinations BAx.
Detailed dimensions for specific versions 
available upon request.

Mounting plate P250D Mounting plate P250HMounting plate P250

Example BAF:
www.brakeenergy.com/combinations-baf
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Technical specifications

D-138-00051

Subject to technical changes. MK_PRO_ANW-TUNNELBOHR_ENG_R00_1

For technical data, please refer to our 
catalogue on our website or contact us.

http://www.bremsenergie.de/en/technics/downloads

